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1: Sinatra: Behind The Legend Download
In , Taraborrelli's bestselling Sinatra: Behind the Legend captivated audiences with a never-before seen look at the life
of an icon through six years of research and over interviews with associates, friends and lovers.

Supplied IN , twenty-two-year-old Frank Sinatra was young, handsome, charming, and, as a result of his
bravado, able to have sex with virtually any young woman he set his sights on. He had a girlfriend, but what
he did on the side had nothing to do with Nancy Barbato, as far as he was concerned. He would always be
good at compartmentalising his life in that regard. But he had more charisma and magnetism than anyone
around. The broads â€” they swarmed all over him whenever he got off stage after a performance. They let
him do that! No one did that kind of stuff in the thirties in Hoboken, no one I ever knew, anyway. The girls,
they liked that. This guy had an appetite for sex like no one I ever knew. He would screw a snake if he could
hold it still long enough. There was something intense about his lovemaking, at least it was with me. He was
extremely erotic, sexy, an intense kisser. Frank was taken aback. Let big Frankie in. But I was thirteen, even
though I looked maybe eighteen. So what the hell did I know about love? My heart was beating out of my
little chest. So I called him and said we could never see each other again. I was getting so hooked on him, I
was afraid I would get hurt. What do you want to do? Frankie and I went there, and we knelt in front of the
altar. Make her not be pregnant. Published by Pan Macmillan.
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2: Books similar to Sinatra: behind the Legend
A life as long lived and eventful as Frank Sinatra's, actually demands to be broken down into chunks. An author can try
and take in the big picture, but to really get depth and clarity it seems preferable to me to just shine a spotlight on parts
of it. I was thinking a lot about that idea a lot as.

All the shocking revelations that Kelley presented as so disgusting are there â€” for example, the story of the
abortions performed by Dolly Sinatra; the connections to the mob; the philandering, gambling, and drinking;
the psychological abuse of his wives. But instead of being a mere hatchet job this book tries to understand
where Sinatra came from, to be sympathetic or in some degree understanding about the weaknesses and
foibles of the man, his mother, his friends. In other words, Taraborrelli is simply more balanced in his
assessments and conclusions and this makes for a far more interesting book. Taraborrelli is also is very good
at taking us through the Sinatra discography and explaining his approaches to his concept albums. We learn a
great deal about his approach to specific songs and the way he worked and also the musicians with whom he
liked working. Taraborelli portrays a very flawed, egocentric human being who also happened to posses two
absolutely major talents. Essentially, Sinatra did do it his way; and if you could not abide his way or you
questioned it at all, you were simply ousted. Above all, Sinatra was a great singer and entertainer; and
Taraborelli talks about his approach to a song, its lyrics, his phrasing with real understanding. He is also very
perceptive about the reactions of various audiences. Sinatra was also quite impressive as a producer and
director when he tried his hand at those jobs. What comes across is that Sinatra was a superb, professional and
committed entertainer; and that he was himself proud of the assessment that when he sang he was always
totally honest. It is not that he was dishonest in his personal life, despite the philandering. He was always very
open about his approach and his beliefs and he always seemed to say what he was thinking. But when he sang
or acted he became someone of great empathy and he managed to suspend his raging ego so that he always
served his art. The weakness of this book, for me, is that it does not go enough into the mind set, thinking or
approach of Sinatra as an artist. We do not really get a sense of him preparing his songs or his roles. There are
hints about it; but essentially this is the book about his daily life, his love affairs, his links to the Mob and his
really complex personality. It is also good that one comes away from this telling of the story with a strong
sense of Nancy Sinatra Sr and Jr, Tina Sinatra, Frank Junior, all four wives and several of the girlfriends, his
closest and longest serving friends, lawyers and agents. The book is well written and sticks to its brief
admirably. Some of the details â€” like a brief plan to marry Marilyn Monroe and save her from herself â€”
came to me as a surprise. But there are no compelling new insights into what made Sinatra so attractive to his
women and his friends; what made him such fun to be with; what his charm was. We are told it existed and we
get a lot of tales about its impact. But it is still a mystery how this man turned himself into one of the great
interpreters of American song of the 20th century as well as, at times, a top class actor. And I would also love
to know what happened after a certain point that made him shy away from the kind of intense and harrowing
roles he had undertaken in the s. Or what it was in his personality rather than just in his fame and talent that
attracted the long-term loyalties of such a disparate group of people. Still, if you are looking for a Frank
Sinatra biography, this is definitely one of the best and most informative about his life â€” and it is certainly a
whole lot less waspish or nasty than some of the other books about Sinatra you can get. And, to tell you the
truth, it made me want to listen to his recordings again and run the DVDs of several of his films. I am
convinced about the talent. I want to experience it again.
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This book describes Sinatra's tremendous drive and vitality, his very tender and sensitive side, as well as a temper that
had more behind it than mere brutality - he was an extremely complex and emotional man who had great difficulty
communicating his true feelings, except in song.

Really not all that similar to the pathetic Johnny Fontane although there were probably a few unsavoury facts
in there as well , he was a self-made man who banked everything on his voice and yet should have been far
more careful in his choice of friends. The coincidence of just happening to be at such and such a party with
mafia boss so and so happens way too much. He also treated women globally like shit. Kind of sad
considering some of the beautiful love s Old Blue Eyes was quite a character. Kind of sad considering some of
the beautiful love songs he sang, but honestly, are any of us surprised? I was shocked to learn that Marilyn
Monroe nearly died on his compound and rather than getting her medical attention, he had her quietly flown
back to her LA bungalow where she was found dead less than 48h later. His denials of mob connections got
tiresome after a while. However, none of that takes away from the incredible voice he had. His story as told by
Taraborrelli is fascinating at times, repulsive at others, but a nonetheless piece of Americana now that should
be understood for what it really was and not just what we would wish it to be. An author can try and take in
the big picture, but to really get depth and clarity it seems preferable to me to just shine a spotlight on parts of
it. By looking at him in moments of crisis or moments of triumph, a writer can examine his actions and
reactions in close captivity and the reader would learn a multitude about his character. That seemed better to
me than one volume which is just about cramming incident in, but achieves no depth. Almost, but not quite,
giving the world a long biography but still leaving us with an unexamined life. This is not a tabloid look at a
celebrity. Kudos to narrator Robert Petkoff for an excellent reading including alternative voices. The
nationality stereotypes, neighborhood boundaries and inferred class structures placed a giant chip on his
shoulders, while a domineering mother enriched him with a sense of entitlement within their small world. The
details about Dolly Sinatra are eye opening and fuel the various highs and lows her only son experienced
throughout his career and personal life. It became a collection of many stories of the adult, famous and flawed
Sinatra told in shorter vignettes. Along the way his ego and selfish empowered attitude left many casualties in
his wake including wives and lovers, business partners and members of his inner circle and famous Rat Pack.
But because of this stubbornness that again can be traced to his upbringing, he also fell victim to the
government and organized crime. But you know what? He did it his way.
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In , Taraborrelli's bestselling Sinatra: Behind the Legend captivated audiences with a never-before seen look at the life
of an icon through six years of research and over interviews with.

Comment required August 8, 6: She was loitering about the movie set, eyeing Frank Sinatra while wearing
nothing but a sheer white nightgown from the wardrobe of her show. Randy Taraborrelli Reed thin, with pale
skin and luminous blue eyes, she was at once childlike and seductive. At just 5 feet, 5 inches and weighing
only 98 pounds, she had the figure of a young boy. He tapped her on the shoulder. As Mia took her seat, she
dropped her purse and out of it fell all sorts of things between his feet and under his chair: As she stuffed
everything back into her purse, he was charmed by her. I was just so alive in that moment. In her eyes, he was
everything a girl could ask for: Yes, probably even a father figure. Her father was never there for her, but
Frank was â€” at least in the moment. She missed her father, and it felt good being with Frank. I got Scotch
older than this kid! You should give up acting. The answer was no. She added that her mother had told her that
this was the way relationships were supposed to work. He then turned to George Jacobs. Then his first wife,
Nancy, and her daughters, Nancy Jr. Three days before the event, she suggested that Frank invite Mia. He was
happy, of course, as was Mia. And there she goes, off to play with her Easy Bake Oven. She posed for Frank,
twirled around and smiled. George Jacobs ran to get a box of tissues. He knew what was coming. Hayden let
her have it. Get to that makeup table! Seeming somehow dazed, Mia then walked robotically to her dressing
room. She found a pair of scissors on the table, she gazed at her reflection in the mirror. Those long locks that
Frank had so loved from the moment he met her, all gone in an instant. It actually looked like she just had
hacked away at it. Mia wore a white silk dress with full caftan sleeves, the kind of informal dress a woman
might wear for her second wedding, not her first. He was dapper in a dark suit and tie. The couple married on
July 20, AP Red Skelton, the famous comedian, was one of the few witnesses. The famous comedian Red
Skelton was one of the only witnesses. AP She was shocked. What kind of world was she entering, where a
man shoots his wife and then attends the wedding of a friend? Skelton said his wife might have brushed
against the loaded gun while reaching for a dressing robe. Just as Frank predicted, the shooting was ruled
accidental. While in London, he took Mia to meet his second wife, Ava Gardner, one night at her new town
house in Ennismore Gardens in Knightsbridge. She took one look at Mia with her short, short haircut and her
mouth dropped wide open. But she recovered quickly and welcomed us into her home. This was the second
corgi Ava had named Rags. He glanced at Mia, who looked terrified. I had no choice. Sinatra with Ava
Gardner in He took Mia to meet Ava shortly after their wedding. Mia was just fine. Ava was very tipsy. Mia
nodded with a frozen smile. But I do approve. AP Sinatra and Farrow would be married for only a year. My
mother will flip if she sees you doing this sâ€”t. Frank retreated to Acapulco.
5: Excerpt: Sinatra: Behind the Legend by J. Randy Taraborelli - Reader's Digest
Sinatra: Behind the Legend by J. Randy Taraborrelli In , Taraborrelli's bestselling Sinatra: Behind the Legend captivated
audiences with a never-before seen look at the life of an icon through six years of research and over interviews with
associates, friends and lovers.

6: Sinatra: Behind the Legend - J. Randy Taraborrelli - Google Books
Sinatra the man emerges most vividly in J. Randy Taraborrelli's Sinatra: Behind the Legend. Taraborrelli (Call Her Miss
Ross) provides entertaining but familiar sketches of the Rat Pack's.

7: Mia Farrow cut her hair to spite Frank Sinatra
Not Quite Totally Frank. To celebrate the th birthday of Frank Sinatra, J Randy Taraborrelli has revised and updated his
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original biography of the s with considerable skill.

8: www.enganchecubano.com: Customer reviews: Sinatra: Behind the Legend
Sinatra: The Man Behind the Myth, by New York Times bestselling author J. Randy Taraborrelli, is the definitive and
explosive biography of one of the world's most controversial, fascinating entertainers.

9: Sinatra: behind the Legend by J. Randy Taraborrelli
"In , Taraborrelli's bestselling Sinatra: Behind the Legend captivated audiences with a never-before seen look at the life
of an icon through six years of research and over interviews with associates, friends and lovers.
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